ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Currently many research are going in field of outlier detection and researchers trying to find outliers using different techniques, methodologies based on statistical reasoning [1] , distances [2] , or densities [7, 14] . Geographical data mining includes statistical mining of geographic data, trend analysis and location planning as well. Johnson [22] dense an outlier as "an observation in a data set which appears to be inconsistent with the remainder of that set of data". Spatial data refer to data objects pertaining to geometry and topology. Shepherd et al. defines spatial outlier [6] as "A spatial outlier is a spatially referenced object whose non-spatial attribute values are significantly different from those of other spatially referenced objects in its spatial neighborhood". To discover clusters with arbitrary shape and outliers there are various types of density-based clustering methods have been developed some of they are (DBSCAN) [7] , CURE [23] , OPTICS [4] , DENCLUE [19] , LOF [11] , LDBSCAN [17] , LOCI [15] . Distance-based approaches depends on distance between two data points to find relationship between them and find outliers. The exact goal of proposed framework is to perform process of clustering and outlier detection simultaneously. Precision is used to measure the accuracy of proposed system for finding outliers. The proper and informative evaluation of the accuracy outlier evaluated using precision, which is the true positive rate for the top k results in a data set that contains k outliers.
RELATED WORK
The main outlier methods proposed in the literature, aside from variants tackling efficiency issues, differ in the way they model outliers and, thus, in the assumptions they implicitly or explicitly rely. Deviation from standard distribution to find out the outliers has been used by distribution-based methods [9] . Data in different layers of k-d convex hulls has been organized and data which is in outer layer are outliers Depth-based methods organize the data in different layers of k-d convex hulls where data in the outer layers tend to be outliers [10] . Knorr and Ng [8] , introduced distance based technique that computes the distances of every point of data to its locality to decide whether it is outlier or not. It can define as follows: An entity K in a dataset S is a distance based outlier with parameter P and Q i.e. DB (P, Q). If at least a fraction P of the entity in S recline distance greater than Q. K.Breuning et al. [5] , proposed LOF Technique based on the local density of given trial's locality to identify local outlier, the LOF mines outlier that deviate from their cluster belongs to, the LOF may not be efficient in density with meagre neighbours and fails to calculate outlier when neighbours have analogous compactness. Yaling Arthur Zimek et al. [1] proposed Unsupervised Ensembles Subsampling method for suggest diversity among individual outlier detector, subsample can turn into performance gain not only more robust but can advance the performance even advance, Sub-sampling is supple, elementary and does not rely on explicit type of data and suffer to examine the integration of method, building ensembles on subsets of features and subsets of data objects simultaneously. Fahim A M et al. [18] proposed an efficient technique for transfer data-points to clusters. Traditional K-means suffers from the problem of computing iteration to find out centroid and then clusters. SOM [23] has been proposed which rely on competitive learning and it has been considered as special class of neural which use make high dimensional data to discrete map in topologically ordered pattern.
Breunig et al (2000) proposed approach a local outlier factor (LOF) [11] is computed for each point. Finding local outliers using LOF is meaningful and efficient as compare to previous approaches.
Minh Quoc Nguyen et al. proposed randomized algorithm [16] which can compute LOF very efficiently for high dimensional datasets in which random points has been selected which makes data partitioned which is based on consistency property of outliers . Qiao Cai [27] proposed the ISOMRD algorithm with robust cutoffs and adaptive thresholds for spatial outlier detection, and ttested this approach on the spatial datasets derived from U.S. census database. Table I Step 1: Real world data has been taken from different websites such as http://www.usgs.gov/.
Step 2: After taking input whatever the raw data has been pre-processed by using different technique like filling missing values.
Step 3: After pre-processed raw data the DBSCAN algorithm is apply to all dataset to generate the cluster.
In this code Eps and MinPts global values are used. The distance between two sets of points S1 and S2 is dist (S1, S2) = min {dist(p,q) | p∈ S1, q∈ S2}. After that S1 and S2 having at least the density of the thinnest cluster will be separated from each other only if the distance between the two sets is larger than Eps. After that a recursive call of DBSCAN may be necessary for the detected clusters with a higher value for MinPts. Step 4: To find out the outlier present in generated cluster we have applied LOF algorithm. In fig.2 objects B and C have the same reachability distance (k=3), while D is not a k nearest neighbor. The reach-ability distance of an object from is the true distance of the two objects, but at least the k-distance of B. Objects that belong to the k nearest neighbors of ,the local reach-ability density of an object A is defined by
Which is the inverse of the average reach-ability distance of the object from its neighbors. With duplicate points, this value can become infinite. The local reach-ability densities are then compared with those of the neighbors using
Which is the average local reach-ability density of the neighbours divided by the objects own local reach-ability density. A value of approximately indicates that the object is comparable to its neighbors (and thus not an outlier). A value below indicates a denser region (which would be an inliers), while values significantly larger than indicate outliers
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The outliers far from the cluster are easy to detect (use LOF and the visualization of ELKI [24] , larger bubbles around the points signaling a higher outlier score). Existing Algorithm has been implemented in ELKI tool which is an open source toolkit and in proposed method this algorithm are. Experiments tested on real world data sets.
Benchmark Datasets: All datasets are real and they were originally in different formats. As shown in Table II precision and recall after applying LOF has been increased as compared to previous algorithm
CONCLUSION
Mining Spatial data and finding outliers based on generated cluster using DBSCAN Algorithm aims to extract meaningful information and finding false data points which makes desired result This paper mainly focuses different outlier detection approaches from spatial data mining point of view. A new framework has been proposed to find outlier using LOF algorithm. The experimental results shows proposed framework works efficiently in real world spatial data.
